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_-_ ‘The present invention relates to staples, and more par 
ticularly to staples of the kind that are forced or .driven 
into Wood and similar material bymeans of a stapling 
machine or gun. ' . ‘ . ‘ ' 

, Heavy duty staplesof the aforesaid kind are widely 
used, for instance, in the furniture and upholstery ?elds. 
They are also'frequently used for such purposes as bind 
ing the edges of boxes and crates. In contrast to staples 
used to staple together several sheets of paper 'or'other 
easily pierceable material and relying for anchorage pri 
marily upon bending over the protruding portions of 
the ‘staple legs, heavy duty staples of the generalikind 
above referred to, must penetrate into comparatively hard 
‘material with the full length of the legs and rely for 
anchorage upon the areas of contact between the legs 
and the penetrated material. Furthermore, the use to 
which staples of the kind here involved ‘are put demands 
on one hand that the stapled' material such ‘as fabric is 
strongly secured to its support such as a furniture frame, 
or in other words, that the ipull-out forcenecessary to pull 
the'staple out of the wood or other material‘is-compar'a 
tively high. - oh the other hand, the material from which 
thevsvtaples are made must be light for reasons of econ 
omy,,,to,_ permit stapling with a simple hand operated 
stapling machine and to make the staples inconspicuous.. 
-, Accordingly, the principal object of the present inven 
tion is to provide a novel and improved staple of the 
general type, above referred to, which can be readily 
forced or driven into comparatively hard material such 
as wood and'which due to its design is strongly retained 
in, the material.‘ ' > 

;.Another object of the invention is to provide a novel 
and improved staple design which combines excellent 
holding, properties with strength so that the legs of a 
staple made of comparatively thin wire can be driven 
with the full length of the staple legs into the material 
without danger of crumbling of the legs. 

'7 Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
novel and improved staple which is so designed that when 
the staple ‘is driven into the material the staple legs ex 
perience deformation ‘such that the strength of the 
anchorage of the staple within the material is materially 
increased, or more speci?cally that the legs are keyed 
into the material. 

Other and further objects, features and advantages of 
the invention will be pointed out hereinafter and set forth 
in the appended claims forming part of the invention. 
The present application is a continuation-in-part of my 

co-pending application Ser. No. 252,641, ?led October 
23, 1951. 

In the accompanying drawing a preferred embodiment 
of the invention is shown by way of illustration and not 
by way of limitation. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is an elevational side view of a staple according 

to the invention. 
Fig. 2 is a section of wood and fabric material stapled 

together by a staple as shown in Fig. l, and 
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‘ Fig.3 is a bank of staples as shown in Fig. 1 for use 
in a stapling machine or gun. ‘ 
.Referring to Fig. l of the drawing, the staple as ex 

exempli?ed in this ?gure is formed from a single length 
of metal 'wire, the term wire as herein used being in 
tended to include also a narrow metal strip. 1 _ 
The staple‘as shown has three substantially parallel 

legs 1, 2 and 3, preferably equally spaced, The three 
legs are of the same length and lie at right anglesto 
connecting crown or top parts 4 and 5. The two outer 
legs are formed by a single thickness of a bent-off wire 
portion._ The intermediate or central leg, 2 is of double 
thickness of wire ‘resulting from doubling up the wire. 
The wire portions 2' and 2" are so bent that they form 
two continuous shanks of equal length and a shallow loop 
or bulbous portion the widest portion of which is at the 

’ tip of the leg and which is closed toward the base of the 
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leg where it joins top parts 4- and 5. The outer legs 1 
and 3 may be pointed at tips 1' and 3’ respectively 
whereas the tip ‘of leg 2 is left blunt. A point having 
an angle of 90° has been found suitable. 
As is evident, central leg 2 is of greater strength than 

outer legs 1 and 3, it has a larger area of contact than 
the outer legs and it presents more resistance to being 
driven into material than the outer legs. ,The purpose 
of these di?erences between the outer legs and the central 
leg will become apparent from the subsequent'descrip 
rtion. . 

Staples according to Fig. 1 may be produced by cutting‘ 
a suitable length of wire from a supplyreel of such wire. 

» v The subsequent cutting and bending operations generally 
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provide edges at the tips of the outer legs that are su?i 
ciently sharp to permit the staples to be forced into Wood‘ 
or other material by a staple machine or gun. However, 
for some applications, it may be desirable additionally , 
tosharpen the tips of the outerlegs. The tip of’the 
central leg is always left blunt. ’ - t " -, 

V Themanufacture of the‘ staples‘ will‘ present no dif?i 
culty} to those skilled in the art.‘ For example,’_with 
a required length of wire, a forming‘ blade may descend ' 
centrally on the length to bend‘the central part thereof 
so as to form the double thickness leg 2. Simultaneously 
or subsequently the ends of the length are’ bent outwardly. 
by known means to form legs "1 and 3.. .t > 

When manufactured for use‘ in staple machine's, staples 
are glued or frozen together side by side for example; 
with an adhesive in customary manner to' form a bank" 
of staples as shown in Fig. 3 that can be fed into a stap 
ling machine for single ejection from ‘the machine into 
the place of application.’ ' ; 

Stapling machines or guns suitable for staples accord 
ing to the invention are ' described in my, co-pendi'ng 
application Ser. No. 238,688, ?led July 25, 1951. 

Let it now be assumed that a staple as shown in Fig. 1 
is driven by a suitable'stapling machine into a wooden 
block or bar 6 which may be visualized as part of a fur~f 
niture frame for stapling thereto two fabric layers 7 and 8'.' 
The stapling machine will exert a substantially uni 

form pressure upon the entire crown or top bar 4, 5 of 
the staple. Legs 1 and 3 consisting of a single more or 
less pointed length of wire offer less resistance to pene 
tration into the wood than leg 2 being made of a double 
length of wire and having a blunt tip. The base or root 
of leg 2 constitutes in effect a fulcrum for two levers 
formed by parts 4 and 5 and legs 1 and 3 depending 
therefrom. As a result, legs 1 and 3 tend to be turned 
slightly inwardly and the loop of leg 2 is slightly widened, 
particularly near the tip of the leg. Fig. 2 clearly shows 
the positions actually occupied by the legs of a staple 
driven into wood. It will be noted that the lower part 
of the loop of leg 2 remains wider than the part of the loop 
facing the base of the leg. Nevertheless, the leg remains 



in tightifrictional contact with the surrounding wood 
along its entire length due to the self-sealing properties 
of wood and similar material. > 
_ Itis further apparent frornFig. 2 that the: staple is 
retained Within the wood not merely by the frictional, 
contact between the staple legs'and the‘woo‘d" butjis. posi 
tively keyed or dovetailed into the/wood.” ‘Obviously, 
the keying action materially increases the strength of 
adhesion'of the staple within the woods, or in Tofher 
words, theeffectiven'ess of‘ the staple. i' v " ’ - ' 

v Whatisclair'rieiist, ' v1‘. ‘A heavyduty staple ‘for use’ in stapling machines‘, 
comprising a length ‘of wire’, of uniform thickness through-v 
out its length, said‘ wire forming three depending, legs 
joined by wire portions disposed -at' a substantially "right 
angle with the legs, two of said legs being in ‘the form ofa 
single wire portion at each end of the wire and the third leg 
beingdisposed intermediate the end legs and in the form 
of a'doubled-up wire portion comprising two substantially 
straight parallel shanks contiguous throughout their length 
and of equal length but curved at the tip of the leg out 
wardly in the longitudinal plane of the staple to de?ne 
a bulbous tip portion having an outer width in that plane 
in excess of the combined cross-sectional width of said 
straight shanks. ' ‘ , 

2. A heavy duty staple for use in stapling machines, 
comprising a length of wire of uniform thickness through 
out its length, said wire forming three depending legs 
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angle with the legs, two of said legs being in the form of 
a single wire portion at each end of the wire and the 
third leg being disposed intermediate the end legs and in 
the form of a doubled-up wire portion, said doubled-up 
wire portion comprising two substantially straight parallel 
shanks depending from said joining wire portions con 
tiguous throughout their length and of equal length but 
spread apart at the tip end of the third leg to form a bul 
bous con?guration laterally extending in the longitudinal 
plane of the staple. 

5. A heavy duty staple for use in stapling machines, 
comprising a length of wire of uniform thickness through 

_ out its length, said .wire forming three depending legs 
‘ joined by wire portions disposed at a substantially right 
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joined by wire portions disposed at a substantially right - 
angle with the legs, two of said legs being in the form of 
a single wire portion at each end of the wire and the 
third leg being disposed intermediate the end legs and in 
the form of a doubled-up wire portion comprising two 
substantially straight parallel shanks contiguous through 
out their length and of equal length but curved at the tip 
of the‘ leg outwardly in the longitudinal plane of the 
staple to de?ne a bulbous tip portion having an. outer 
width in that plane in excess of the combined cross 
sectional width of said straight shanks, said outer legs 
having pointed tips and the bulbous tip of. the interme-, 
diate leg being blunted relative to said pointed tips. 

3. A heavy duty staple for use in ‘stapling machines, 
comprising a length of wire of uniform thickness through 
out its length, said wire forming three depending legs 
joined by wire portions disposed at a substantially rightv 
angle with the legs, two of vsaid legs being in the form of 
a single Wire portion at each end of the wire and the 
third leg being disposed intermediate the end legsv and in 
the form of a doubled-up wire portion comprising two 
substantially straight parallel shanks contiguous ‘through 
out their length and of equal length but curved at the tip 
of the leg outwardly in the longitudinal plane of the 
staple to de?ne a bulbous tip portion having an outer 
width in that plane in excess of the combined cross-sec~ 
tional width of said straight shanks, said three legs being 
of substantially equal length. . 

4. A heavy'duty staple for use in ‘stapling machines, 
comprising a length of wire of uniform thickness through 
out its length, said wire forming three depending legs 
joined by wire portions disposed at a substantially right 
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angle with the legs, two of said legs being in the form of 
a single wire portion ateach end of the wire and the third 
leg being disposed intermediate the end legs and in the 
form of a doubled-up wire portion, said doubled-up wire 
portion comprising two substantially straight parallel 
shanks depending from said joining wire portions con— 
tiguous throughout their length and of equal length but 
spread apart at the tip end of the third leg to form a 
bulbous con?guration laterally extending in the longitu-i 
dinal plane of the staple, said three legs being of sub 
stantially equal length. I 

6. A heavy duty staple for use in stapling machines, 
comprising a length of wire of uniform thickness through 
out its length, said wire forming three depending legs 
joined by wire portions disposed at a substantially right 
angle with the legs, two of said legs being in the form of a 
single wire portion at each end of the wire and the third 
leg being disposed intermediate the end legs and in the 
form of a doubled-up wire portion, said doubled-up wire'v 
‘portion comprising two substantially straight parallel 
shanks depending from said joining wire portions con 
tiguous throughout their length and of equal length but 
spread apart at the tip end of the third leg to form 'a' 
bulbous con?guration laterally extending in the Iongitu~ 
dinal plane of the staple, said three legs being of substan-: 
tially equal length, ‘the two outer legs having pointed tips 
and the intermediate leg having a blunt tip relative'to said‘ 
pointed tips. ' 

7. A heavy duty wire staple for use in stapling ma 
chines, comprising a length of wire having at each end‘, a‘ 
depending leg of single thickness of the wire and an inter 
mediate‘ depending leg of two thicknesses oi the wire, 
said two thicknesses forming two shank portions of equal 
length and in substantial abutment with each other‘ 
throughout. their length and a. spread apart portion at the 
tip end to form a bulbous tip, all three legs being oilvv 
equal length and disposed in parallel relationship. 
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